
Pinkneys Green vs HURLEY 1XI – 8th Sept 2012 

PINKNEYS GREEN 
M Pereira c Day b Brown 12 

J Stemp lbw Brown 3 

S Curlewis c Ridgeway b Nye 49 

B Purchase lbw ridgeway 7 

J Dhillon c Nye b Ridgeway 158 

G Chetwood b Ridgeway 29 

M Elliott b Brown 3 

I Dassanayake Not Out 10 

M Peck Not Out 4 

 Extras 21 

 Total 296-7 

 

R Brown 13-1-56-3 P Ridgeway 12-1-59-3 

M Cole  5-0-34-0 D Nye  10-2-54-1 

P Hunjan 6-0-44-0 P Todd  1-0-32-0 

 

HURLEY 
P Ridgeway b Curlewis 77 1x6 

T Balchin lbw Khan 4 

D Nye c Curlewis b Hendry 126 

P Hunjan Not Out 36 1x6 

R Brown lbw Purchase 6 

D Day c Stemp b Purchase 6 

J Evans b Purchase 0 

M Cole Not Out 5 

H Mansell 

P Todd 

 Extras 39 

 Total 298-6 

 

 

Pit helmets instead of cricket helmets were the required protection as Hurley’s visit to Pinkneys Green 

ended in near darkness after an incredible run chase that saw nearly 600 runs scored in the afternoon 

and Hurley victors by 4 wickets. Two colossal innings, one on each side, an over of 32 runs conceded, 

a dented car, two vehicular near misses and a beautiful warm afternoon, this had more drama than 

Downton Abbey. 

 

Hurley once again rocked up for their Chilterns League match shorn of availability and so had no 

hesitation in asking Pinkneys to bat. Ross Brown (3-56) made early in roads trapping Jack Stemp lbw 

and then removing the other opener Pereira (12) to an excellent catch behind by Day diving across 

1st slip. Steve Curlewis (49) and Ben Purchase (7) added 40 with Curlewis looking particularly 

threatening until the introduction of spin slowed him and then Dean Nye (1-54) found one to bounce, 

clip the glove where the ball then ballooned to slip. Jags Dhillon (158) had been happy to play 

second fiddle to Curlewis, but with the score on 105-4, he upped the gears smashing the bowling and 

endangering passing motorists. Garry Chetwood (29) was all but a bystander in the 5th wicket 

partnership of 171 broken only when Phil Ridgeway (3-59) forced the youngster into a wild swing. 

Brown returned to cartwheel Elliott’s off stump but the crucial wicket of Dhillon fell with the score on 

281. Ridgeway took the scalp thanks to a tumbling catch by Nye who pouched the catch like a 

young Joey in the deep but not before Dhillon had smashed 32 from the single Paul Todd over. 

Pinkneys declared after 47 overs on 296-7. 

 

Facing a huge run chase Hurley lost locum opener Trevor Balchin (4) to the sweep with the score on 

15. Hurley’s depleted resources relied heavily on Phil Ridgeway (77) and Dean Nye (126) and they 

delivered like the Post Office don’t, with a second wicket partnership of 178 in rapacious style and 28 

blistering overs. Ridgeway’s head was beginning to boil and it was a tired stroke that saw him fall to a 

low delivery from Curlewis (1-72) with the score on 193. Pav Hunjan (36not) joined Nye the chunky 



Australian biffer in a partnership of 69 surviving a close but inevitably contentious run out appeal that 

saw the square leg umpire retire from the fielders abuse. The fall of Nye with the score on 262 and with 

8 overs remaining needing 35 runs could have been terminal especially with Brown suffering severe 

cramp as could the gathering dusk. Three wickets fell in 3 overs with neither batsmen nor fielders 

picking up the ball, but Hunjan and Mike Cole (5not) thrashed the required runs with two overs to 

spare and no light at 7.55pm.   

 

MotM : Dean Nye 

 


